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Abstract. Unanticipated connection of independently developed components is one of the key issues in component-oriented programming.
While a variety of component-oriented languages have been proposed,
none of them has achieved a breakthrough yet.
In this paper, we present Scl a simple language dedicated to
component-oriented programming. Scl integrates well-known features
such as component class, component, interface, port or service. All these
well-known features are presented, discussed and compared to existing
approaches because they vary quite widely from one language to another.
But, these features are not enough to build a component language. Indeed, most approaches use language primitives and shared interfaces to
connect components. But shared interfaces are in contradiction with the
philosophy of independently developed components. To this issue, Scl
provides new features such as a uniform component composition model
based on connectors. Connectors represent interactions between independently developed components. Scl also integrates component properties
which enable connections based on component state changes with no requirements of speciﬁc code in components.
Keywords: component-oriented programming, unanticipated composition, connector, component property.

1

Introduction

Component-based software engineering is widely investigated by research and industry. This interest is driven by the promise of improving current software development practices in signiﬁcant ways such as reusability and extensibility [23,45].
Although many models, languages and tools have been proposed, it is still difﬁcult to apply component-oriented programming (COP) in practice. Most of
these languages are not executable and dedicated to software speciﬁcation such
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as UML 2.0 [21] or architecture description such as Wright [5,4]. COP is currently carried out using object-oriented languages. These languages do not oﬀer
speciﬁc abstractions to ease COP and have to be used in a disciplined way to
guarantee a COP style.
Component-based software engineering needs component-oriented languages
(COL) as well as transformation of models [37,12] into executables or writing
programs by hand [16]. Among the approaches on components, componentoriented languages have been proposed in order to support COP such as ComponentJ [42], ArchJava [2], Julia/Fractal [8], Lagoona [16], Piccola [1], Picolo [30],
Boxscript [29], Keris [48] or Koala [46]. The contributions of these languages are
new or adapted abstractions and mechanisms that vary quite widely from one
proposal to another such as connection, composition, port, interface, connector,
service, module, message, etc. This is quite normal with such an emerging domain, but there is a need for a closer analysis: which mechanisms are essential
(basic) and cannot be removed, which ones are (eventually) redundant? Which
are the key ones to achieve component composition? To a larger extent, all
these questions raise the issue of knowing which constructs and mechanisms are
the main identiﬁed features of component orientation (by analogy with object
orientation).
In this paper, we propose Scl that stands for Simple Component Language
which is the result of our study and research of component-oriented programming. Scl is built on a minimal set of concepts applied uniformly in order to
ease the understanding of key concepts of component-oriented programming.
Picolo [30] and BoxScript [29] are two languages that also target this goal of
minimality for simplicity. However, Scl integrates a more powerful and extensible component composition mechanism which is one of the key mechanisms
of COP. In Scl, component composition relies on ﬁrst-class entities representing connections, named connectors [43,33]. Connectors oﬀer better decoupling
between the business code inside components and the connection code inside
connectors, and thus increase the reuse of components. Some COL already propose connectors such as ArchJava [2] or Sofa [6], but Scl connectors oﬀer more
expressiveness by integrating ideas that come from aspect-oriented programming [26]. Scl also proposes the concept of property to externalize component
state without breaking component encapsulation. Properties are the support of
a new kind of component communication that is based on changes of property
state. Properties ease the use of the publish-subscribe communication pattern
without requiring any special code in the publisher or the subscriber. We choose
Squeak, a Smalltalk implementation, to implement Scl because it is a dynamic
language that oﬀers a suitable meta-object protocol that can be easily extended.
Although it is also possible to implement Scl in another language, we choose
to experiment COP in a dynamic context and we want to provide an easily
extensible language.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic ideas of componentoriented programming. Section 3 details main characteristics of the Scl language:
component classes, components, ports, interfaces, connectors and properties.
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Section 4 presents the current implementation of Scl in Squeak. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes and presents future work.

2

Component-Oriented Programming: What, Why and
How ?

Component-oriented programming (COP) does for decoupling software entities
what object-oriented programming has done for object encapsulation and inheritance, or aspect-oriented programming has done for crosscutting concerns. It
provides language mechanisms that explicitly capture software architecture structures. COP is based on the idea stating that software can be built by plugging
pieces of software called components. The term “component” means many different things to many diﬀerent people depending upon the perspective taken on
the development. For example, design patterns [17], functions or procedures [31],
modules [16], application frameworks [45], object-oriented classes [22], and whole
applications [34] are considered as components. Similarly, there are many diﬀerent
deﬁnitions for the term component given in the literature [7,20,45]. In this paper,
we use the following deﬁnition : “A software component is a unit of composition
with contractually speciﬁed interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A
software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition
by third parties” [45].
Component-based software development focuses on better reuse and easier
evolution. A component must be independent of one particular context in order
to be reusable. Furthermore, reusing a component is better than creating it
from scratch because it has already been developed and tested. The evolution
and maintenance of a component software architecture may be easier than a
class hierarchy. This is because of the independent extensibility [45] property of
component-based software. Indeed, component-based applications are built out
of interconnected components and each component can evolve independently.

3

The Scl Language

In this section we describe Scl (Simple Component Language). We present and
motivate its main features and discuss the problems that arise when designing
a COL.
3.1

Component Classes and Component Instances

In object-oriented languages, the terms “class” and “instance” allow programmers to refer without ambiguity respectively to object descriptions in code and
to objects themselves as runtime entities. Although component-based languages
are generally built on a class/instance conceptual model, few of them specify the terms to denote respectively component classes and component objects.
Moreover, there is no widely accepted terms in component-oriented approaches
because there is not a unique deﬁnition of the component term. For example,
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the two keywords component class in ArchJava and component in ComponentJ denote a component class which can be instantiated. Component classes
are at the same time component descriptors, component instantiators and component method holders such as in ArchJava. Few COLs have been proposed
with a prototype-based model i.e without descriptors such as in [47] where a
prototype-based language has been proposed on the top of Java in order to provide primitives to dynamically build, extend and compose software components
from Java objects. We think that the arguments for the use (or not) of classes is
similar in the component and object worlds and that both approaches are worth
to be considered. In Scl, we have chosen a class/instance approach. A component is a runtime entity and it is an instance of a component class. Component
classes are written by the component programmer in order to create oﬀ-the-shelf
reusable pieces of software while the software architect creates an application by
choosing some component classes and then connecting instances i.e components.
Figure 1 shows the code to create a component class and the code to create a
component using the new message.

SCLComponentClassBuilder c r e a t e : #MyComponent .
...
c := MyComponent new .
...

Fig. 1. A component descriptor and a component instance

3.2

Component Provisions and Requirements

Component interfaces and services. As stated by Szyperski [45], a component can only be accessed through well-deﬁned interfaces. Component interfaces
enforce explicit context-dependencies and a high-level of encapsulation. A component interface describes only a service or a group of services provided by a
component to other components. A component provides a lot of services through
diﬀerent interfaces but its clients can only use those ones deﬁned in the interface which they are connected to. Component interfaces also specify the services
that are required by a component to be able to provide its own services. Basically, a service is a subprogram deﬁned in a component, such as a method in
the object-oriented model. The term service is used to refer to a high-level functionality. For example, a Network service is at least composed of four methods:
open: to initialize a network connection, close to ﬁnish the connection, send:
and receive to respectively send and receive data through an open connection.
Component-based languages propose diﬀerent concepts to describe component
interfaces such as ports, interfaces, protocols, etc. In Scl, we choose to represent
component interfaces by ports described by interfaces. We argue that these two
concepts are enough to describe component interfaces.
Ports. Ports represent interaction points of a component such as in ArchJava [2] or ComponentJ [42]. The port construct has not the same deﬁnition and
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characteristics in all COLs. For example in Picolo, ComponentJ or Fractal (ports
are called external interfaces in Fractal), ports are unidirectional because they
provide or require a set of services. In ArchJava or UML 2.0 [11], ports are
bi-directional and the component invokes external services and receives service
invocations through the same port. Required services through a port have to be
provided by the same component. For example, a component that requires a Network service through one of its ports, expects services open: , send:, receive
and close, will be executed by the same component. However, provided services
are accessible to one or many other components. Providing and requiring services through one port may result in limiting the use of the provided services
to only one component at a time. Scl integrates two kinds of unidirectional
ports: those ones for accessing required services and those ones for giving access
to provided services. A port has a name. A component can not have two ports
with the same name. A port name is used in the code to specify through which
port a service is invoked. A service is always invoked through a port by message
sending (the same term as in object world is used). Syntactically, the port is the
receiver but in fact, the real receiver of a message is always a component that
will be known at connection time. Note that it is worth to invoke a service that
the component itself deﬁnes. All components have a special internal provided
port named self that can not be accessed outside of the component. In this
context, the invocation self foo is equivalent to a service invocation that requires no connection to be achieved and that executes the foo service of current
component. To sum up, an Scl component oﬀers or requires services, receives
or sends service invocation, and can be connected through its ports as we will
see later in Section 3.3.
Interfaces. An interface describes the valid interactions through a port in order to document the component or to enable the automatic validation (static
or dynamic) of the component uses and the connections. In COLs, these descriptions vary from simple ones such as informal texts in natural languages to
complex ones such as formal descriptions. These descriptions are classiﬁed in
two categories: syntactic and semantic.
Syntactical descriptions are generally represented using interfaces (such as in
Java). An interface deﬁnes a named type describing a set of method signatures.
Validation of the use of a port relies on typing rules. For example, a port that
requires an interface I1 can be connected with a port that provides an interface
I2 where the type deﬁned by I1 is a supertype of the one deﬁned by I2 . Using
interfaces implies that independently developed software components have to
refer to a common standard deﬁned by interfaces in order to inter-operate. Other
solutions exist, such as structural type systems [10], that oﬀer better decoupling
between component classes. But structural type systems are less expressive than
named type systems (such as with interfaces) as said in [9], “[...] types stand
for semantical speciﬁcation. While the conformance of an implementation to
a behavioral speciﬁcation cannot be easily checked by current compilers, type
conformance is checkable. By simply comparing names, compilers can check that
several parties refer to the same standard speciﬁcation.”. For example, writing
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that “a component requires a stack” is more expressive than writing that “a
component requires two services pop and push:” but in the ﬁrst case there is a
need for a global stack deﬁnition.
Semantical descriptions are harder to deﬁne and are often based on formal
theory, such as CSP in Wright [5] or protocols in Sofa [40]. For example, protocols allow component programmers to deﬁne the valid sequences of service
invocations through regular expressions. In our last example of the Network service, it is important to describe that ﬁrstly the open: service has to be invoked,
then the send: and receive services can be used, and ﬁnally the close service
must be invoked to ﬁnish the interaction.
Ports and Interfaces in Scl. We choose to decouple component classes and
avoid global deﬁnitions such as named interfaces. This is the reason why interfaces are service signature sets in Scl and not named interfaces. But, it is possible
to extend Scl to support more sophisticated interfaces as protocols. Figure 2
shows an example of component class with ports and Figure 3 shows the Scl code
needed to declare it. PasswordManager is a component class created by the
bootstrap method SCLComponentBuilder>>create: that creates an empty component
class. In its internal service named init, the PasswordManager is composed
of three ports: Randomizing is a required port since it is used to invoke external services of the component; Generating and Checking are required ports
because they oﬀer some services of the component and receive service invocations from third parties. Since we do not focus on static or dynamic validation
of connections, it is not mandatory to specify interfaces of required ports. The
same situation happens in dynamically-typed languages when method parameters are not described by a static type. However, interfaces of provided ports
are needed because they specify which services of the components are provided
through the port.
PasswordManager
Provided Ports
Generating

Required Ports
generatePwd: size
"..."
i := Randomizing generateNumber.

Interface
generatePwd:
generateADigitsOnlyPwd:

Checking

isValidPwd:

generateADigitsOnlyPwd: size
"..."

Randomizing

generateNumber

isValidPwd: aPwd
"..."

Fig. 2. A Scl component. Ports are represented by squares on the component boundary
and triangles designate the direction of service invocations. Ports are described by
interfaces which are service signature sets.
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SCLComponentClassBuilder c r e a t e : #PasswordManager .
PasswordManager>> i n i t
s e l f addPort : ( S c l P o r t newNamed : #Randomizing r e q u i r e s :
( S c l I n t e r f a c e new w i t h : {#generateNumber } ) ) .
s e l f addPort : ( S c l P o r t newNamed : #G e n e r a t i n g p r o v i d e s :
( S c l I n t e r f a c e new w i t h : {
#generatePwd : .
#generateADigitsOnlyPwd :
})).
s e l f addPort : ( S c l P o r t newNamed : #Checking p r o v i d e s :
( S c l I n t e r f a c e new w i t h : {#i s V a l i d P a s s w o r d : } ) ) .
PasswordManager>>generatePwd : s i z e
”...”
i := Randomizing generateNumber .
”...”

Fig. 3. A component class declaration

3.3

Component Composition

There are two main mechanisms for unanticipated composition of components:
connection and composition 1 . Unanticipated is the key-adjective attached to
composition or connection that makes component-based software worthwhile.
To be composable, a component deﬁnition should only state what it provides
and what it needs and should make no assumption about which other concrete
components it will be composed with later on.
Connection. As said in [36], “a component is a static abstraction with plugs”.
In Scl, plugs of components are their ports. The connection is the mechanism
that connects component ports. The connection mechanism is provided through
various forms in actual COLs, e.g. the connect primitive and connectors in
ArchJava [3], the plug primitive in ComponentJ [42], connectors in Picolo [30]
or bindings in Fractal [8]. Connections are the support for the communication
between components and they enforce the decoupling between components which
can not communicate if they have not been connected.
Connection mismatches are identiﬁed consequences of unanticipated connections [41]. These mismatches occur when we want to connect components that
semantically ﬁt well but their connection is not possible because they are not
plug-compatible. Mismatches can be solved in whole generality by deﬁning dedicated components as speciﬁed by the Adapter design pattern [17]. There is a
need for glue code in connections to adapt components. A connection mechanism
must be ﬂexible to make the deﬁnition of adapters useless.
Connecting components could be achieved using language primitives such as
plug in ComponentJ [42]. Other component models propose connections as ﬁrstclass entities named connectors such as Sofa [6] or ArchJava [3] and most of
Architecture Description Languages [32], such as Wright [5,4]. Connectors are
1

The term composition is used here for a mechanism that creates a new component
out of existing ones.
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architectural building blocks used to model interactions among components and
rules that govern those interactions [43]. Unlike components, connectors may not
correspond to compilation units or deployment units. In Scl, SclConnector is
the most general form of connectors which is composed of two sets of ports named
sources and targets and glue code that only uses these ports to establish the
connection. SclCallConnector is the general connector dedicated to service
invocation connections as shown in Figure 4.
Provided
Ports

Required
Ports

<<SclCallConnector>>
glue code
Sources

Targets

Fig. 4. The general form a Scl connector

In a SclCallConnector, sources are required ports and targets are provided
ports. It is possible to deﬁne specialized connectors that provide a general purpose glue code or restrict sources and targets. Among the various existing connector types, there is one, SclBinaryConnector that restricts itself to one
source and one target. Figure 5 shows an example of binary connection between a
PasswordManager component and a RandomNumberGenerator component. This connection satisﬁes the required service of the PasswordManager
through its Randomizing port, using the service generateNumber provided
by the RandomNumberGenerator through its Generating port. Figure 6
shows the code to establish this connection.
The glue code of a SclCallConnector is a Smalltalk block whose parameters
are the set of sources, the set of targets and the current service invocation (which
includes the source port, the selector and parameters) that has to be performed.
In the glue code of this example, the result of the rand service is adapted since the
generatedpassword is expected to return a number in the interval [0, 26] while
the rand service returns a number in the interval [0, 1]. Despite of the fact that
this is a simple example, it is important to note that connecting independently
developed software components must deal with these kinds of problems. The glue
code in connectors is a good place to tackle these adaptation problems. If no glue
code is speciﬁed in a SclBinaryConnector, the default behavior is to forward
all services that come from the source port to the target port and to return
the result. This is the same as the Fractal bind primitive or the ComponentJ
plug primitive.
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RandomNumberGenerator

Generating

<<SclBinaryConnector>>

Randomizing

Generating
glue code

Checking
Sources

Targets

Fig. 5. A Scl connection of two components

Like the SclBinaryConnector, it is possible to build reusable connectors,
such as BroadcasterConnector, that broadcasts each service invocation to
all targets, or FirstResultConnector that returns the ﬁrst non-nil result by
sending invocation successively to each target.

spm := PasswordManager new .
s r n g := RandomNumberGenerator new .
SclBinaryConnector new
s o u r c e : ( spm p o r t : #Randomizing )
t a r g e t : ( s r n g p o r t : #G e n er a ti n g )
g l u e : [ : s o u r c e : t a r g e t :message |
ˆ ( t a r g e t rand ∗ 2 6 ) a s I n t e g e r
];
connect .

Fig. 6. Connecting two components

Composition. Composition is the mechanism that builds a composite component out of components and connections. Encapsulated components are generally
called sub-components of the composite. Composite components are useful to
abstract over complex systems and provide a new reusable software entity that
hide implementation details. This mechanism is provided through various forms
in existing languages, e.g the compose primitive in ComponentJ [42], composite
components in Fractal or aggregation and containment in (D)COM [34].
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the architecture and the code of a simple composite in Scl. A composite component c instance of the component class C
encapsulates two components a and b and one connection. Each instance of C
forwards the provided port pb of its subcomponent b for external uses. This
example is quite simple and more complex ones require the use of SclForwardConnector s. These kinds of connectors are used to forward externalize services
of sub-components in a composite component. The sources and targets are all
required or provided ports and the glue code can be used to solve problems
such as name conﬂicts, etc. Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows this situation with a
composite component that provides two services on a same port but provided
by two diﬀerent sub-components.
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c
a

b
pa

rb

pb

pb

Fig. 7. A composite component that forwards a port

3.4

Separation of Concerns in Component Applications

Separation of concerns [38] principle states that a software system should be
modularized in such a way that diﬀerent concerns can be speciﬁed as independent as possible in order to maximize understandability and maintenability.
Some concerns are diﬃcult to encapsulate in standard software units (components or objects), such as management of transactions, logs, security, etc. To
tackle the problem of the scattered code of these concerns, aspect-oriented programming [26] introduces aspects. An aspect is the modularization of a crosscutting concern. Two approaches are distinguished in AOP. Asymmetric approaches
consider aspects as diﬀerent entities from those ones that compose the base system (objects or components), such as AspectJ [25], or JAsCo [44]. Symmetric
approaches try to use the same entities to model the base system and aspects.
This second approach is better for reusability because if aspects are modeled as
components, they can be used as regular components as well as aspects. A lot
of approaches try to merge in a symmetric way aspect-oriented and componentoriented approaches to beneﬁt from the modular properties of both approaches,
such as Fractal-AOP [14] or FAC [39].
In Scl, we adopt a symmetric approach with limited aspect-oriented features
which are provided through special connectors and ports characteristics. The join
points – well deﬁned points in the execution of a program where aspects can be
woven – are generally method calls, method call receptions, method executions
or attribute accesses. The supported joint points in Scl are: before/after/around
a service invocation or connection/disconnection on a port. Figure 11 shows an
example that uses an SclFlowConnector and a regular Logger component
to add the logging support to a component c through its port pc.
In a SclFlowConnector, all source ports are coupled with a keyword (beforeServiceInvocation, beforeConnection, ...) that speciﬁes when the glue code
has to be executed. At execution time, when a service invocation arrives on a
port, glue code of attached connectors are executed in the same order as in AOP
(around, before, after). Conﬂicts are possible, for example if multiple glue codes
have to be executed before a service invocation on the same port, the glue code
of the last connected connector will be executed ﬁrst. This rule lets the architect
deal with potential weaving problems.
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SCLComponentClassBuilder c r e a t e C o m p o s i t e : #C .
C>>i n i t
s e l f addSubComponent : A new named : a .
s e l f addSubComponent : B new named : b .
s e l f f o r w a r d P o r t : ( b p o r t : #pb ) .
SclBinaryConnector new
s o u r c e : ( b p o r t : #r b )
t a r g e t : ( a p o r t : #pa ) ;
connect .

Fig. 8. Declaration of a composite component class

c
a
pa
foo
pc
b
pb

foo
bar

bar

Fig. 9. Port forwarding using a connector

SCLComponentClassBuilder c r e a t e C o m p o s i t e : #C .
C>>i n i t
s e l f addSubComponent : #A named : a .
s e l f addSubComponent : #B named : b .
s e l f addPort : ( S c l P o r t new : #pc
p r o v i d e s : ( S c l I n t e r f a c e new w i t h : {#f o o . #b a r } ) .
SclForwardConnector new
s o u r c e s :{ s e l f p o r t : #pc }
t a r g e t s : ( b p o r t : #pb ) .
( a p o r t : #pa ) }
g l u e : [ : s o u r c e s : t a r g e t s :message |
( message s e l e c t o r == #f o o ) i f T r u e : [
ˆ t a r g e t s f i r s t p e r f o r m : message
] ifFalse : [
( message s e l e c t o r == #b a r ) i f T r u e : [
ˆ t a r g e t s s e c o n d p e r f o r m : message
].
].
];
connect .

Fig. 10. Using a connector to forward services in a composite component
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l := L o g g e r new .
SclFlowBinaryConnector new
s o u r c e : ( ( c p o r t : #pc ) b e f o r e S e r v i c e I n v o c a t i o n )
t a r g e t : ( l p o r t : #Logging )
g l u e : [ : s o u r c e : t a r g e t :message |
t a r g e t l o g : ’ The ’ , message s e l e c t o r , ’ message w i l l be s e n t t o a ’
];
connect .

Fig. 11. Modify the control ﬂow using a connector

3.5

Component Properties and Publish/Subscribe Connections

Triggering operations as a consequence of state changes in a component is related to Observer design pattern [17] or procedural attachments [35]. In frame
languages, it is possible to attach procedures to an attribute access which is
then executed each time this attribute is accessed. These kinds of interactions
are particularly used between “views” (in the MVC sense [27]) and “models”.
More generally, the publish/subscribe [13] communication protocol is a very
useful communication pattern to decouple software entities as said in [18]: “The
main invariant in this style is announcers of events do not know which components will be aﬀected by those events”. In component-based languages, this
must be done in an unanticipated way and with strict separation between the
component code and the connection code to enable components reuse. However,
existing proposals fail to solve these two main constraints. Connecting components based on event notiﬁcations always require that component programmers
add special code in components. We identify the two following problems:
Publishers have to publish events. The component programmer has to add
special code such as event signaling in components. For example, in the
Java Bean model, the programmer has to manage explicitly the subscribers
list (add and remove subscriber methods). In the CCM (Corba Component
Model), the component programmer has to manage the event sending by
adding a special port to his component that is called an event source, and
sends events in the component code through this port. In ArchJava, the
component programmer declares broadcast methods (required methods that
return void) and invokes them in the component code to signal events. This
method is then connected by the architect to multiple provided methods of
subscriber components that receive the events. In all cases, the architect can
not reuse a component if its programmer has not added special code in the
component to signal the event that he needs.
Emitters have to receive events. In the CCM, the component programmer
has to provide its components with event sinks that are special ports to
receive events. An event sink can be connected by the architect with one or
more event sources if they share a compatible event type. This mechanism is
more limiting than the ArchJava or the Javabeans one where the subscriber
components have only regular methods that are invoked using connections.
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In order to increase the component reuse, we have to decouple the connection code from the business code written by the component programmer. The
programmer has to focus on the business code and the design of the component
i.e what it requires and what it provides. In Scl, there are three ways to enable
publish/subscribe connections:
1. The component programmer integrates the event signaling in the component code. Event signaling in Scl can be done, similarly as in ArchJava,
by invoking a required service in the publisher component and using regular
SclCallConnector to link publishers and subscribers.
2. The component programmer does not integrate the event signaling in the
component code and SclFlowConnectors can be used by the architect
to detect the events that he needs. For example, if the architect wants to
detect when a stack becomes empty (an EmptyStackEvent), he can use an
AfterConnector on the port that provides the pop service and test in the
glue code if the stack still contains elements to detect such situation.
3. The component programmer has declared properties. This property concept
enhances the idea of property of the Javabeans component model [22] with
strict separation between component code and connection code. A property
is an external state of a component. For example, a Counter component
has a property named count. This means that it is possible to get and set
a value to the count property of the Counter. Figure 12 shows the Scl
code for this declaration.

SCLComponentClassBuilder c r e a t e : #Counter .
Counter>> i n i t
s e l f a d d A t t r i b u t e : #v a l u e .
s e l f addPort : ( S c l P o r t new : #Counting
p r o v i d e s : ( S c l I n t e r f a c e new w i t h : {#d e c . #i n c } ) .
s e l f a d d P r o p e r t y : #Count r e a d : [ ˆ v a l u e ] w r i t e : [ : nv | v a l u e := nv ] .
C>>i n c
s e l f count : ( s e l f

count + 1)

C>>d e c
s e l f count : ( s e l f

count − 1)

Fig. 12. A Counter component class with a property

When a programmer declares a property, the component is automatically
composed of two ports: an access port and a notifying port. The property access port is a provided port that provides, at least, getter and setter services
using the two blocks given during the property declaration. The notifying port
is a required port, which is used to invoke services during property accesses.
These services are deﬁned in the Scl component model. For example, the service
nac:value:oldValue: (nac is an acronym for Notify After Change) is invoked
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Counter

Counting

Count
inc
...
dec
...

nac:value:oldValue:
nbc:value:oldValue:
count
count:

Fig. 13. A counter component with a value property

g u i := Label new .
c o u n t e r := Counter new .
SclBinaryNACConnector new
s o u r c e : ( c o u n t e r n o t i f y P o r t O f : #Count )
t a r g e t : ( g u i p o r t : #D i s p l a y i n g )
g l u e : [ : s o u r c e : g u i :message |
g u i d i s p l a y T e x t : ( message arguments s e c o n d ) .
] ; connect .

Fig. 14. A state changes connection based on a component property

after a property is modiﬁed with the new and the old value of the property as
parameters. Another service, the nbc:value:newValue: (nbc is an acronym
for Notify Before Change) service, is invoked before the property is modiﬁed
with the current value and the next value of the property as parameters. In
fact, all deﬁned services have two main characteristics: when they are invoked
(before or after the property modiﬁcation) and what a connected component
is able to do (nothing, prevent the modiﬁcation or change the property value).
Special or regular connectors can be used to connect properties since they are
just two regular ports. An example of connection using properties is depicted on
Figure 13 and the corresponding Scl code is shown on Figure 14.
In this example, a SclBinaryNACConnector is used. This connector ﬁlters incoming service invocations on the source port and only focuses on the
nac:value:oldValue service. After each modiﬁcation of the value property
of the counter, the glue code of the connection is executed and the GUI
component is refreshed with the new value (the second parameter of the
nac:value:oldValue service). Actually, Scl provides diﬀerent kinds of connectors like SclBinaryNACConnector, SclBinaryNBCConnector, PropertyBinderConnector ensuring that the value of the target property is always
synchronized with the value of the source property. To sum up, component
properties are a useful means for component programmers to directly express
the external state of components instead of using syntactical conventions and
for architects that can use them to connect components.
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Implementation

The actual prototype of Scl [28] is implemented in Squeak/Smalltalk [24].
Squeak is an open and highly portable implementation based on the original
Smalltalk-80 system [19]. Figure 15 shows a part of the class diagram of the core
model.

Signature

has

*

*
Service

s
own

*

1

Component

1

owns

*

Property

1

*
groups

Port

1
Interface
1

defines

*

*

+sources *

*

+targets

Connector

1

*

pro

vid

es
*

ProvidedPort

RequiredPort

*

CallConnector

FlowConnector

...

requires

Fig. 15. UML class diagram of the current implementation of Scl

This ﬁgure shows only main connector families. In [33], a taxonomy of software connectors has been established and eight kinds of connectors have been
identiﬁed. Similarly to the work done for ArchJava in [3], we have implemented
connectors of each kind. This shows that the connector model of Scl is suitable
to perform a large variety of connectors.
The current Scl syntax is the same as the Smalltalk one although some
changes in semantics have been done. For example, the syntactical receiver of
a service invocation is a port but the real Smalltalk receiver is not this port
but the component which this port belongs to. Because we do not implement
Scl with an evaluator or a compiler but directly with Smalltalk constructs, it is
easier to change and evolve the implementation. It is also diﬃcult to implement
special things that are too far from the Smalltalk mechanisms.

5

Related Work

Understanding or teaching COP. Picolo [30] and BoxScript [29] are two
frameworks for introducing (teaching) components. Picolo is written in Python
and Boxscript in Java. They are small and contrary to Scl, they integrate a
simple binary connection mechanism.
Architecture description languages (ADLs). These languages are an important part of the current researches in component-oriented languages. In [32],
a classiﬁcation of the most known ADLs has been established. For example,
Wright [5] is one of these languages that integrates connector support. But
Wright, as many of these languages, is dedicated to simulation and formal veriﬁcation. Since ADLs are not executable languages, it is not possible to build an
application using it.
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ArchJava [2,3] is a Java extension introducing software architecture concepts to express architectural structure of applications within an implementation
in order to ensure that the implementation conforms to architectural constraints.
ArchJava classes support bidirectional ports in which methods are provided, required or broadcasted. The primitive connection mechanism (connect keyword)
is a coarse-grained one because it is based on bidirectional ports. ArchJava does
not support properties and component programmers have to write code in components to enable connections based on component state notiﬁcations.
Fractal [8] is a recursive and reﬂective component model. A component has
external interfaces (ports) which provides (server interface) or required (client
interface) a deﬁned set of services. Components are connected through bindings
between external interfaces. A primitive binding is a ﬁxed interface connection
mechanism that binds one client interface with one server interface. Binding
components also called connectors represent composite bindings to create complex connections. In Scl, components and connectors are diﬀerent concepts because these two concepts fulﬁll diﬀerent purposes, components are the business
reusable software units while connectors have to ﬁx connection semantics and
deal with connection problems. Julia is the implementation reference of the Fractal model in Java, and Fractalk [15] is an implementation of Fractal in Squeak.
ComponentJ [42] is another Java extension for component-oriented programming. Components provide or require one interface per port. The component programmer deﬁnes methods inside method blocks that can be plugged
into ports. Plug operations bind one component method block or port to a port
according to their interfaces. Component composition is done through dynamic
composition (compose keyword) and returns a new component. ComponentJ is a
strongly typed language ensuring plug operations and composition. There is no
connector support in ComponentJ and it is only possible to connect components
inside a composite. A component can only be instantiated if it is closed (without
unbounded required services) even if all required services are not necessary for
the current application.
Javabeans [22] has been one of the ﬁrst component models allowing programmers to connect independently developed software entities. Javabeans programmers have to write special connection code (essentially Observable code from
the Observer pattern) and to respect syntactical rules to ensure that their Javabeans can be automatically connected with other Javabeans using automatic
Adaptor [17] generation. Our properties, inspired from the Javabeans model, do
not enforce component programmers to write speciﬁc connection code.
Component-oriented languages. These languages enable to code an application using a component approach. These languages do not integrate the ADLs
features and provide object-oriented extensions to program with components.
For example, Lagoona [16] is based on the idea that components are modules that
contain class and message deﬁnitions. Note that most of proposed componentoriented languages are Java extensions (Lagoona, Keris, ComponentJ, ArchJava,
Javabeans, Julia/Fractal, ...). There are few proposals using a dynamic language
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and none in Smalltalk, except Fractalk that is an implementation of Fractal in
Squeak.
Mixing component and aspect oriented programming. As said in section 3.4, we only consider symmetrical approaches such as FAC [39] or FractalAOP [14] where aspects are regular components. This is to increase the reuse
of components that can be used as regular components as well as aspects components. The speciﬁcity of Scl is that nothing is written in a component (no
special interface has to be implemented). The architect decides to use a component as a base component or as an aspect component and uses the special
connector SclFlowConnector. This Scl feature is clearly not a complete support of AOP, but an attempt to bring some ﬂexibility of AOP in Scl respecting
that components are independently developed and composed.

6

Conclusion

Component-based software development is founded on the unanticipated composition of independently developed software components. Such a mechanism must
be oﬀered to programmers and many languages integrate some concepts and
mechanisms to achieve this. In this paper, we present Scl a concrete componentoriented language. We believe that Scl represents a simple and uniform synthesis
of current proposal on component-oriented programming. Scl also brings new
features like a general purpose connector model. Connectors are useful to provide
an extensible connection mechanism that solves component connection problems. They oﬀer a uniﬁed entity that enable standard required/provided connections and also event-based component connections due to special connectors
and component properties. A component programmer only declares properties
that represent external state of components. A software architect can express
connections on the basis of properties notiﬁcations with the same connection
mechanism based on connectors.
Ongoing researches on Scl are focused on three areas. First, extending the
component model of Scl in order to better support dynamically features. For
example, dynamically adding or removing ports to a component could be a great
solution to deal with components that have a potentially unbounded number of
connections such as a Web Server component. Second, we plan to provide a
stable release of the current implementation of Scl and integrate tools dedicated to component-oriented programming. And ﬁnally, developing large scale
applications using Scl will certainly show us interesting results about the Scl
expressiveness compared to existing component-oriented languages which are
mainly statically typed ones.
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